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About This Game

Romantic Journey is a Japanese-style visual novel game in which the protagonist, for a variety of reasons, takes a romantic
holiday trip with the ladies of the boss's family.

"Absolutely torture!" Just joined the company's protagonist, was arranged to accompany the chairman of the company's Qianjin
lady and friends to travel

Take good care of them! Any loss is not as simple as resigning! "

Obviously, the threat of the general manager is still terrible.

Trembling with fear, it seems as if it is actually not as horrible as it actually is.
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What is the story like? Come and play the game.

Romantic holiday games include:

30 minutes of the game scenario

3 female characters with different styles and different personalities

5 good romantic music
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Title: Romantic Journey
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
木子工坊
Publisher:
HongbinGame
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

English,Simplified Chinese
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Disclaimer: Key provided by developer for review purposes.

After 45 minutes walking along a mostly uninteresting path, I tried to walk up a path between some rocks, passing by a tree and
I tried to jump when I hit what seemed to be an invisible wall. Then I got stuck. I saved and reloaded the game, but still stuck in
the same spot. I quit the game and go to the discussions area to investigate the problem and see the only solution is to load the
last checkpoint before exiting the game.

So, game-breaking bug spoiled it entirely for me as that gamesave is now useless.

Along the way, the narration was decent and the sounds of the weather pleasant. I liked the sounds of the thunder in particular.
Graphically the path was a tree appreciation journey.

Along the walk, I never found a single item to interact with. Without any in-game tutorial, I looked up the controls to see there
was indeed an interact button though.

With the game-breaking bug present I cannot recommend the game at this time.. A new outfit for 16 characters. Its a good deal
for 70% off, but not so much for full price.... Hotel Dash is one of several games in the same genre as Diner Dash. The concept
is simple: rush around taking care of everyones needs, upgrade the hotel, and earn star dollars to decorate the "honeymoon"
suite. There are several hotels to fix up and run in the story mode.

As games go, this one is pretty simple to play. As long as you rack up combos, it isn't difficult to reach the score goal of each
level. If you like casual time managment games, this game is probably right up your alley.. Encountered these guys in a couple
of games now, and boy are they nasty. You'd think an evil squirrel race was just a gimmick, but their new ability Scavengers is
no joke. Stealing defeated ships just makes their military score go up and up and up... The Snathi Revenge are everything you
could want from a militaristic civilization - far, far more threatening than the Drengin - and you can even take their ability and
use it on your own custom civs after purchasing.. glitch, ice cellar part has mana on stone instead of a piece of missing tk01
robot, i cant find all 4pieces, only 3.. Best DLC I bought this year, :D. You basically get what you paid for with this.

When playing try think of it like this, don't expect this game to change your life, but it can kill a couple of hours of time for a
small price and maybe you actually enjoy playing it.

Thats why I gave it a good review.
. should you buy? YES!
Why? YES!
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this game is excellent its simplicity is the key to its brilliance i didnt like the gun reloading at all they should just be auto loaded
boxing and laser swords are the best also sword and shield its just nutz
i was trying to add to my world record score on easy lazer swords and i got to 607 and the balls just stopped coming and there
was no way to end the level or record my new score other than that i love it
. hey r u going to put creative mode in it so i can build have all the invorty
. One of my favorite games yet! I love this type of game where I can just get back into the game from my childhood, but way
more updated! Though the trailer was a bit hyped, it still lived up to my expectations.. One of the best add-on planes available,
its in the middle of the price range, you get tail dragger and tri gear and two different engines, W8 only available as tail dragger.
Both models have autopilot for longer hauls, very capable little plane, gets kicked around by the wind cause its so light, but thats
the fun, very user friendly, good trainer.. Really stupid fun. Won't make you contemplate life. Won't challange you. But damnit,
its pretty fun.

Hello Games needs as much support as you can give right now, since their studio flooded. So I recommend picking this up if
you want to see No Man's Sky get made.. Great game for the Christmas season. Needs to be a little more polished and some
bugs need to be fixed. A little more character balance. Overall good game. 8/10. I would like to say that this game is worth your
money, but it's not. The story is good, but there are a few bugs in the game. One bug that kept me from beating it, was that it
kept locking up on me during week 50 when I was playing as the girl. The gameplay is tough to figure out on your own since
there is no guide to this game (as of yet) so it's hard to figure out what stats you need before events.. It's good!

It is quite good actually. Unlike the other popular rougelikes, you cannot sit idle and farm like crazy in this game. You have an
urgency to get to the end of the level before long or bad things happen to you, which I enjoy. I have not played too much at this
point but from what I have seen, the weapon\/armor sets are exactly the same in every playthrough. This is not a bad thing
however, as the game presents you with a lot of items with drastically different effects. And the ability to change
items\/weapons\/armors at will once you get them, creates an amazing utility that doesn't exist anywhere else.

While I believe the game can be further improved with the addition of randomness to the enemy spawn and other small fine
tunings, the game at this point is fully fleshed out and complete.

As for the price, I think 9 dollars is more than fair for this game. It offers numerous replayability options and probably over 50
hours of gameplay before being any kind of bored. Which better than anything I can say for the most A+ titles.

Buy it, no brainer.
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